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We came once again with a great expectation
To share our special apostolic relation
And boy, we are not disappointed
But rather so much more anointed
Bishop Kouri announced that the milk is the start
Of the diet that pierces a man in his heart
We were shown what can not be negotiated
And how disciples should be initiated
You have to start with the milk of the word
If you want to be living the things you have heard
The basic foundations is what it takes
To move towards the juicy steaks
One has to feel that God’s intention
And what He wanted this school to mention
Is the wonderful rule and reign of the sons
And the kingdom prepared for His chosen ones
Thamo revisited the original plan
And the mandate that God has given to man
In Him you can live without toil and strife
If you choose to let kairos direct your life
Sam came to show apostolic order
And sounded like God’s personal recorder
He showed us that this kingdom of priests
Is served by the devil and all of his beasts
Even in nature our God can be known
And so on a farm His order is shown
Though there are many ducks and chickens
You’ll never find any chucks and dickens
Even before the start of the earth
Even before anything came to birth
God with Himself a covenant made
And the greatest price already was paid
God has chosen man to be sons
While angels thought they’d be the ones
So satan still sings the same old song
Trying to prove God’s choice to be wrong
Shaun came to show that a church in error
Can run into this fearful terror
Of facing God’s judgment and His sword

Even though still “serving” the Lord
Everything can seem just fine
“I am rich and all is mine”
Meanwhile you by this danger are faced
That your lamp stand can be divinely replaced
Frans came to tackle eschatology
And confront inaccurate theology
He could not resist the huge temptation
To boldly declare an “end-time” confrontation
Subtly he performed a heist
“O my! There goes my antichrist”
Now we’re faced with the blessed frustration
Of adjusting our end-time expectation
Then there was the terminator
Whose judgment is coming sooner or later
Before you expect it a time chart is lifted
To do this with courage you have to be gifted
Maxwell and Leon together stayed
That is where the foundations were laid
Of all the dark sayings that we heard
When the man from Pretoria shared his word
Then there’s the office and general Rooks
And Jonah supplying the bibles and books
Each one on the grounds did their share
Your excellence is seen everywhere
To summarize, this school was so good
From the beds and the grounds to the drinks and the food
Tony and Aubrey and all of the team
You gave us the crop and also the cream
Be sure to know our hearts you did touch
For you it will surely be counted as much
Next time we’ll surely be back for more
When we meet for school number ten and four

